Introduction
============

Precursor B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a disease with ambiguous prognosis. Although in specific subgroups such as pediatric ALL the outcome is favorable, patients with refractory or relapsed (R/R) ALL or patients with persisting or resurfacing minimal residual disease (MRD) have a high risk of relapse. Progress has been achieved in risk stratification strategies based on MRD response assessment and identification of risk-associated genetic alterations.[@b1-ott-10-3567] Furthermore, new classes of agents such as proteasome inhibitors and new tyrosine kinase inhibitors have been introduced into the therapy of R/R ALL.[@b2-ott-10-3567],[@b3-ott-10-3567] Despite these improvements, the prognosis remains poor for patients in high risk groups.

T-cell based therapeutic strategies offer a new approach for the treatment of ALL overcoming several obstacles in the R/R ALL patient group such as chemoresistance or organ damage limiting further intensive cytotoxic therapy. Bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE) monoclonal antibody constructs activate T-memory effector cells and conduct them toward target cells with a certain surface antigen. The most prominent and advanced agent of this group is blinatumomab (Blincyto^®^), a CD3/CD19-bispecific construct that has proven its clinical value in the therapy of R/R CD19-positive ALL. This review is dedicated to the clinical usage of blinatumomab. Other bispecific constructs are currently evaluated on the basis of the BiTE blueprint (eg, CD3/EpCAM)[@b4-ott-10-3567] or further bispecific antibody constructs directed mainly against CD19, CD20 and CD22.[@b5-ott-10-3567] All of these antibody-based approaches engage the patient's immune system. T-cell activation appears to be the most effective strategy but requires a significant number of activated T-cells. In patients with heavy pretreatment or recent allogenic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) blinatumomab may fail to induce sufficient T-cell activation to eliminate the CD19 positive cells.[@b6-ott-10-3567],[@b7-ott-10-3567]

An alternative approach is the direct genetic manipulation of a patient's T-cells: collected and purified CD3 positive T-cells are stably transfected by retro- or lentiviruses with a chimeric T-cell receptor (CAR). This CAR has an extracellular single chain variable fragment (scFv) head that binds with the specificity of a monoclonal antibody and can be chosen ad libitum. The intracellular part of the CAR mediates T-cell receptor (TCR) signaling when the scFv binds and leads to activation of the modified T-cell.[@b8-ott-10-3567],[@b9-ott-10-3567]

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia
----------------------------

### Epidemiology and biology

ALL is a hematological malignancy characterized by proliferation of immature lymphoid progenitor cells. The incidence of ALL is as low as 1.7/100,000 per year. It shows two peaks: the first one in preschool age with an incidence of 4.5/100,000 per year and the second one starting to increase at an age of around 50 years (incidence of 2/100,000 per year).[@b10-ott-10-3567] Although ALL is the most common malignancy in childhood accounting for nearly 30% of all pediatric cancer cases and 80% of all leukemias, it is rare in higher age and constitutes \<1% of all malignancies regarding all age groups.[@b10-ott-10-3567]

This review focuses on the role of blinatumomab in the therapy of ALL and, therefore, on CD19-positive precursor B-cell ALL. CD19 is expressed throughout long phases of B-cell development, expression starting at late pro-B-cell stage (CD34^+^CD10^+^CD19^+^), it persists during the complete B-cell development and does not disappear until maturation into plasma cell stage.[@b11-ott-10-3567] Almost every precursor B-cell ALL expresses CD19 consistently on the malignant blasts.[@b12-ott-10-3567] CD19 mediates costimulatory signals with CD21 and CD81 and seems to be essential for maintenance of the malignant proliferation by enhancing PI3K- and RAS-signaling.[@b13-ott-10-3567]

ALL risk stratification used to be based on clinical, biological and genetic parameters. Age, sex, white blood cell count and central nervous system (CNS) involvement at diagnosis have a prognostic value. Immunophenotype, cytogenetic and molecular features still play an important role, but detection of MRD has proven to be the single most significant prognostic parameter and has replaced most of the clinical prognostic factors.[@b14-ott-10-3567] Besides the situation of frank relapse, the assessment of MRD is used to determine the indication for therapy with blinatumomab.

### Prognosis

Although \>80% of pediatric patients survive the disease for 5 years and longer, the 5-year survival rate in adults is around 40% in developed countries.[@b10-ott-10-3567] With intense, pediatric-derived and mainly BFM-based protocols, \>95% of pediatric and up to 80% of adult patients may achieve a first complete remission (CR).[@b15-ott-10-3567] Although this approach results in improved outcome for young adults,[@b16-ott-10-3567] it is associated with a high morbidity and mortality in elderly patients resulting in over 20% therapy-related deaths during induction treatment. Therefore, most protocols for elderly patients involve multidrug combinations that are less toxic than the BFM-based protocols.[@b15-ott-10-3567] The outcome drops significantly after first relapse: in adult ALL the 3-year survival rate after first relapse treatment is 11%, after second 6% and after third or higher salvage 4%.[@b17-ott-10-3567] The same holds true for pediatric ALL on a higher level with a 10-year survival rate of around 40% after first relapse.[@b18-ott-10-3567] These proportions demonstrate that for high risk groups new therapeutic strategies such as the T-cell-based immunotherapeutic approaches are urgently needed.

Blinatumomab
------------

### Mechanism of action

Blinatumomab is the first agent of a new class of antibody constructs that was labeled BiTE.[@b19-ott-10-3567] It contains two scFv, each formed by a pair of variable domains from heavy and light immunoglobulin chains. The two scFv proteins are connected with a flexible linker made of 25 amino acids ([Figure 1A](#f1-ott-10-3567){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to the 150 kDa of a complete IgG antibody, the 55 kDa BiTE molecule is a small protein.

BiTE is a construct out of the fast growing field of bispecific antibodies which exhibit several advantages over monoclonal antibodies: adding CD3 as one component redirects T-cells to the target cell to enhance killing. Bispecific antibodies are able to bind two antigens simultaneously for either blocking two pathways or enhancing the specificity of the interaction.[@b20-ott-10-3567] The most frequent approach is the combination of a CD3 binding site with a tumor-specific target antigen, such as CD20, CD33, CEA, HER2 or CD2.[@b21-ott-10-3567] Bispecific antibodies in an IgG-like format have the advantage of a relatively long serum half-life, yet smaller molecules such as the scFv-based BiTEs are less immunogenic and have a better tissue penetration.[@b21-ott-10-3567] The first and till now only bispecific antibody that has advanced to Phase III trials is blinatumomab.[@b22-ott-10-3567]

For blinatumomab the BiTE construct was armed with a mouse antibody recognizing CD3ε on one end, the constant part of the TCR complex that mediates its signaling. Therefore, blinatumomab is able to activate different fractions of T-cells including both CD8^+^ and CD4^+^ T-cells and regulatory T-cells (Tregs).[@b23-ott-10-3567] Binding itself does not activate the TCR unless a target cell is bound to the other scFv of the BiTE molecule. The second scFv construct of blinatumomab is the variable fragment of a murine anti-CD19 antibody. Application of blinatumomab in the presence of T-cells and CD19-positive cells (physiological B-cells as well as precursor B-cell leukemic blasts) leads to a very close linkage with multiple connections between the two different cell types which is caused by the small size and the flexibility of the internal linker of blinatumomab ([Figure 1B](#f1-ott-10-3567){ref-type="fig"}). This close contact zone forms a cytolytic synapse and can be visualized by staining activated PKCθ which mediates the TCR activation: granzymes and perforin are exocytosed into the CD19 positive target cell and thereby induce its apoptosis.[@b24-ott-10-3567] The multiple, bivalent binding leads to a strong stimulus of the engaged T-cell which is independent of the TCR specificity and of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I antigen presentation or other costimulatory factors.[@b23-ott-10-3567] The strong activation of engaged T-cells leads to direct and serial lysis. Furthermore, blinatumomab induces polyclonal proliferation of activated T-cells which leads to an increased activity of blinatumomab 1--2 days after onset of application.[@b7-ott-10-3567],[@b25-ott-10-3567]

### Efficacy of blinatumomab in R/R ALL

In Phase II trials, blinatumomab was evaluated in patient cohorts with primary resistant or relapsed B-lineage ALL (R/R ALL), patient cohorts with poor outcome irrespective of the therapeutic regimen applied ([Table 1](#t1-ott-10-3567){ref-type="table"}). The first Phase II trial was conducted by the German Multicenter Study Group for Adult ALL (GMALL; NCT00198991 and NCT00198978): patients with persistent or relapsed MRD were included (15 patients with persistent, 5 patients with relapsed MRD). Within 4 cycles of blinatumomab with a dosage of 15 µg/m^2^/d, 80% of the patients became MRD negative. Five patients with BCR-ABL translocation resistant to tyrosine kinase inhibition (imatinib and/or dasatinib) were included, three of whom turned MRD negative. Nine of the responding patients received allogenic HSCT after blinatumomab treatment. After a median of 33 months, 61% of the patients persisted in CR.[@b26-ott-10-3567] The same study group, GMALL, was able to demonstrate a remarkable efficacy in R/R ALL with an open relapse of the leukemia, albeit not as good as in MRD level patients (NCT01209286). Because this trial was a Phase I with dose finding and because of a grade 4 cytokine-release syndrome (CRS) in one of the first 5 patients, the dosage of blinatumomab was lowered to 5 µg/m^2^/d for the first 7 days. Twenty-five of 36 patients (69%) achieved a complete or partial hematologic recovery within the first two blinatumomab cycles, of which 22 patients (61%) turned MRD negative. Thirteen of the responders (36% of the included patients) were able to proceed to allogenic HSCT. Median overall survival was 13.0 months with a medium follow-up time of 28.9 months, and median relapse-free survival was 8.8 months. Ten of the 36 patients (28%) were long-term survivors. All long-term survivors were MRD responders and showed a stronger T-cell expansion compared to the other patients.[@b27-ott-10-3567]

In the development and assessment of new agents, a decrease of efficacy with increase of included patients and treatment centers is a frequent observation. The same holds true for blinatumomab. The international multicenter trial NCT01466179 included 189 patients suffering from R/R ALL. Inclusion criteria were more stringent than in the previous studies: first relapse within 12 months of first remission, relapse within 12 months after allogenic HSCT or no response to or relapse after salvage therapy.[@b7-ott-10-3567],[@b26-ott-10-3567],[@b28-ott-10-3567],[@b37-ott-10-3567] In this trial a fixed, not body surface area dependent dosage, was applied: a reduced dosage of 9 µg/day for the first 7 days, then the full dosage of 28 µg/day to reduce the risk of severe CRS or neurological toxicity. The following cycles started with 28 µg/day. A complete response was shown by 33% of the patients and an additional 10% of the patients showed a partial hematological response. For all included patients, median overall survival was 6.1 months after a median follow-up of 9.8 months. Thirty-two patients achieving complete or partial hematological recovery (40% of the responders) were able to proceed to allogenic HSCT.[@b28-ott-10-3567]

Out of this patient cohort, Barlev et al conducted an estimation study to compare the long-term survival with blinatumomab to survival without this option: at month 60, an estimated 12.6% of the blinatumomab-treated patients were alive compared to 5.4% without blinatumomab (historical data). The mean overall survival increased from 39.8 months before blinatumomab-treatment to 76.1 months afterwards.[@b29-ott-10-3567]

A phase III randomized controlled trial TOWER (NCT02013167) compared blinatumomab with conventional second-line standard chemotherapy (FLAG, fludarabine + high-dose cytarabine arabinoside ± anthracycline or HiDAC, high-dose cytarabine arabinoside-based regimen ± anthracycline or high-dose methotrexate-based regimen or clofarabine based regimens) in patients with R/R ALL. The inclusion criteria were similar to the above-mentioned NCT01466179 trial and blinatumomab dosing was the same: 9 µg/day ×7 days, followed by 28 µg/day ×21 days, subsequent cycles 28 µg/day ×28 days. Both groups received up to 5 cycles of blinatumomab or chemotherapy for induction and consolidation. Maintenance therapy, when indicated, consisted of 4-week-blinatumomab cycles every 3 months or low dose chemotherapy for 1 year.[@b30-ott-10-3567]

The data of the blinatumomab group (271 patients) correspond well with the NCT01466179 trial results: the rate of complete response ± hematological recovery was 44%, the median overall survival 7.7 months (median follow-up of 11.7 months). This was significantly superior to the chemotherapy group data (134 patients): complete response ± hematological recovery rate was 25%, median overall survival 4.0 months. In both groups, 24% of the patients proceeded to allogenic HSCT. The Kaplan--Meier curves for overall survival separated significantly within the first 3 months with longer survival for blinatumomab. Interestingly, the two curves converged again between 15 and 18 months.[@b30-ott-10-3567]

The first clinical trial (Phase I/II) on pediatric ALL was recently published by von Stackelberg et al (NCT01471782, [Table 1](#t1-ott-10-3567){ref-type="table"}). The same body surface area adjusted dosage as in adults was confirmed: 5 µg/m^2^/d for 7 days after the onset of blinatumomab, followed by 15 µg/m^2^/d for the remaining 3 weeks of the first and the subsequent cycles. Seventy patients received the complete dosage. After the first two cycles, 27 patients (39%) had achieved CR, 14 patients in this group (20%) became MRD negative. The numbers seem to be similar to the results in R/R adult ALL, yet it is too early to draw long-term conclusions.[@b7-ott-10-3567]

The restriction of the approval for blinatumomab on Philadelphia chromosome-negative (Ph-) ALL is not based on biological reasons but motivated by the existence of an alternative specific treatment, the tyrosine kinase inhibitor class of drugs. Blinatumomab shows the same efficacy in CD19 positive Ph+ ALL than in Ph- ALL. Eighty-nine percent of the Ph+ ALL patients in the ALCANTARA trial reached a MRD response in case of achieving CR, irrespective of resistance to chemo- and tyrosine kinase inhibitor-therapy.[@b31-ott-10-3567]

### Pharmacokinetics and dosage

Phase I clinical studies of blinatumomab have revealed a short serum half-life of 2--3 hours.[@b23-ott-10-3567] Therefore, application of blinatumomab was established as continuous infusion. This was facilitated by using a portable pump. Steady-state levels of blinatumomab were reached within 24 hours and persisted over the prolonged application period. Pharmacological studies revealed a mean volume of distribution of 4.52 L (±2.89) under steady-state conditions, mean half-life of 2.11 h (±1.42) and mean clearance of 2.92 L/h (±2.83).[@b32-ott-10-3567] These parameters are not influenced by age, sex, weight or renal function (if creatinine clearance is ≥30 mL/min). Patients with severe renal impairment or receiving dialysis were not included in the Phase I/II studies, so no recommendations for this patient group can be made. Yet renal excretion was low and, therefore, usage in selected cases might be justified. Hepatic dysfunction had no influence on blinatumomab clearance.[@b32-ott-10-3567],[@b33-ott-10-3567] Blinatumomab exhibits such a high efficacy that a dosage of 5 µg/m^2^ body surface per day (µg/m^2^/d) leads to a prompt and prolonged eradication of CD19-positive B-cells.[@b34-ott-10-3567] In patients with ALL, the increase of the dosage up to 30 µg/m^2^/d led to a significant rise of mainly neurotoxic but also inflammatory side effects.[@b7-ott-10-3567],[@b35-ott-10-3567] In patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) higher doses of blinatumomab were evaluated up to 90 µg/m^2^/d. Neurologic events led to the maximum-tolerated dose of 60 µg/m^2^/d in B-NHL, and stepwise dose escalation was tolerated better than a flat start with the target dose.[@b34-ott-10-3567] This trial by Bargou et al demonstrated a dose dependency of blinatumomab in inducing response in CD19-positive NHL.[@b34-ott-10-3567]

Blinatumomab is applied as a 28-day cycle with a dosage of 28 µg/d respective (resp). 15 µg/m^2^/d in pediatric patients followed by a 14-day off-period before start of the following cycle. In order to prevent a CRS the first cycle is started with a dosage of 9 µg/d resp. 5 µg/m^2^/d in children for the first 7 days. Up to 5 cycles have been applied.[@b7-ott-10-3567],[@b28-ott-10-3567] Recently, the TOWER trial proposed a maintenance therapy of 4 additional cycles every 3 months.[@b30-ott-10-3567] It was observed repeatedly that peripheral T-cell levels of both CD4 and CD8 positive T-cells declined within a few hours after onset of blinatumomab due to redistribution of T-cells into the tissue and consumption by strong cytotoxic commitment. T-cell levels returned to baseline by days 1--2 and surmounted the initial level in many patients during the next days. This was explained by a polyclonal T-cell increase and is most probably the result of a T-cell proliferation induced by the initial activation by blinatumomab.[@b6-ott-10-3567],[@b25-ott-10-3567],[@b35-ott-10-3567] Treatment with blinatumomab led predominantly to an expansion of CD4^+^ T-cells with CD45RA/CCR7 phenotype and of effector memory CD8^+^ T-cells.[@b34-ott-10-3567],[@b36-ott-10-3567] In parallel, proinflammatory cytokines correlated with T-cell activation such as interferon gamma, tumor necrosis factor alpha, interleukin-2, interleukin-6, and interleukin-10 increased within day 1 and were detectable at elevated levels for 2 days. This transient elevation was often accompanied by fever which led to a CRS (see section below) in severe cases. This cytokine elevation was not observed in subsequent cycles.[@b35-ott-10-3567]

### Safety and tolerability

Since the first publications of clinical application of blinatumomab two specific adverse reactions stand out from the multitude of side effects in this heavily pretreated patient cohort. The first adverse reaction is the induction of a CRS which is directly correlated to the mode of action. The second striking side effect is frequent triggering of neurotoxicity.[@b19-ott-10-3567],[@b34-ott-10-3567] Systematic evaluation in clinical trials confirmed these observations.

Cytokine-release syndrome
-------------------------

In the trial of Topp et al with 36 patients, blinatumomab had to be terminated or discontinued due to severe CRS in 2 patients (6%). In total, 29 of the patients (81%) experienced fever/pyrexia ≤ grade 3.[@b37-ott-10-3567] In the large trial with 189 enrolled patients published in 2015 by Topp et al, only 3 patients (2%) developed grade 3 CRS.[@b28-ott-10-3567] Similarly, the TOWER trial reported CRS ≥ grade 3 in 13/267 (5%) patients receiving blinatumomab.[@b30-ott-10-3567]

In a pediatric Phase I/II trial, grade 4 CRS was observed in 4 out of 49 patients (9%) of the dose escalation cohort. In Phase II extension cohort with the regular dosage of 5 µg/m^2^/d for the first 7 days and 15 µg/m^2^/d for the further treatment, only 4 of 70 patients (6%) developed ≥ grade 3 CRS.[@b7-ott-10-3567]

The development of a CRS has to be expected within the first week of the first treatment cycle or the first days of the second cycle. Therefore, inpatient treatment is strongly advised during the first week of the first cycle and the first 5 days of the second cycle. CRS can be treated efficiently by withdrawal of blinatumomab, application of high-dose steroids and/or application of tocilizumab, a monoclonal IL-6-receptor antibody, the latter most probably not interfering with the efficacy of blinatumomab.[@b38-ott-10-3567]

Neurotoxicity
-------------

Neurotoxic events such as seizures, irritability, disorientation, tremor and encephalopathy may be induced by activated T-cells binding CD19-positive cells in the CNS. The resulting cytokine release leads to local inflammation and disruption of the blood--brain barrier. The symptoms are, generally, reversible.[@b28-ott-10-3567],[@b38-ott-10-3567],[@b39-ott-10-3567] Neurotoxicity of blinatumomab is increased by but not limited to the occurrence of a CRS and appears after the first week of blinatumomab application.[@b28-ott-10-3567],[@b38-ott-10-3567] Topp et al reported neurological events causing a halt of blinatumomab application in 6 of 36 patients (17%).[@b37-ott-10-3567] The following larger study with 189 patients observed neurologic events grade 3 in 20 (11%) and grade 4 in 4 (2%) patients.[@b28-ott-10-3567] A pediatric Phase I/II study described 2 of 70 patients (3%) with grade 2 seizures which led to interruption of blinatumomab treatment.[@b7-ott-10-3567] The rate of neurotoxic events ≥ grade 3 in the randomized controlled TOWER trial was comparable between blinatumomab and chemotherapy with 25/267 (9%) vs 9/109 (8%), respectively.[@b30-ott-10-3567]

Since neurotoxic adverse events also seem to be inflammation mediated, the therapeutic options are similar to those for the treatment of CRS: interruption of blinatumomab, application of high-dose steroids and/or application of tocilizumab.

Other severe adverse events
---------------------------

In a trial including 189 patients with R/R ALL, three deaths caused by severe infections (*Escherichia coli*, candida and unknown) were attributed to the therapy with blinatumomab by the investigators.[@b40-ott-10-3567] A heavily pretreated 5-year-old boy succumbed to cardiac failure under a grade 4 CRS and tumor lysis syndrome in Phase I part of the pediatric blinatumomab trial conducted by von Stackelberg et al.[@b7-ott-10-3567],[@b41-ott-10-3567] The same trial reports a fatal respiratory failure related to a grade 4 CRS.[@b7-ott-10-3567] Common adverse events were related to the mode of action of blinatumomab, such as pyrexia, fatigue, headache, tremor, edema, nausea and diarrhea. The most frequent grade ≥3 adverse events were anemia (36%), thrombocytopenia (21%) and hypokalemia (17%).[@b28-ott-10-3567],[@b37-ott-10-3567],[@b42-ott-10-3567]

The TOWER trial compared blinatumomab therapy with intensive second-line chemotherapy in a randomized controlled fashion. In a cohort of 405 patients with R/R ALL it described adverse events ≥ grade 3 in 87% of patients in the blinatumomab group and in 92% in the chemotherapy group. Fatal events were reported in 19% vs 17% of the patients. After adjustment for treatment duration, the event rate for serious adverse events was 3.5 per patient-year in the blinatumomab cohort vs 6.4 per patient-year in the chemotherapy group.[@b30-ott-10-3567]

CD19-depletion
--------------

Therapy with blinatumomab leads to a profound depletion of CD19-positive cells. CD19 expression is restricted to B-cell lineage committed cells. CD19 deficiency seems to be a very rare condition in humans. Only very few cases are described: in four patients of two unrelated families, a frameshift mutation leads to loss of function of the cytoplasmatic domain of the CD19 receptor.[@b43-ott-10-3567] Apart from hypogammaglobulinemia, no nonimmunological pathology was observed. The long-term off-target effects of blinatumomab, therefore, seem to be restricted to the impairment of the B-cell compartment. As we know from therapy with rituximab, a CD20 monoclonal antibody, recovery of the B-cells could take over a year with the need of long-term immunoglobulin substitution.[@b44-ott-10-3567]

### Escape mechanisms

By binding to the constant CD3ε component of the TCR, blinatumomab is capable of engaging multiple T-cell subsets such as CD3 positive CD8 and CD4 positive T-cells as well as regulatory (Tregs) T-cells.[@b23-ott-10-3567] The engaged T-cell may execute direct cytolysis or initiate its own proliferation; however, both effects are not restricted to specific T-cell subsets, specific TCRs, MHC class I molecules, neither are they dependent on a specific immune environment.[@b23-ott-10-3567] Therefore, the broad mode of T-cell engagement of blinatumomab may overcome escape mechanisms of other immune therapies induced by immune editing, MHC downregulation or modulation of the environment by specific selection pressure.[@b25-ott-10-3567],[@b45-ott-10-3567]

Activity of blinatumomab depends on the expression of CD19 on the target cells. Emergence of CD19 negative ALL blast populations has been observed under CD19 targeted approaches such as blinatumomab or CD19-directed chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy. Clinical data from the first trials and clinical observations show a CD19 negative relapse in 10%--20% of the patients.[@b26-ott-10-3567],[@b37-ott-10-3567] An important mechanism of CD19 escape relapse seems rather to be due to disrupted CD19 membrane trafficking than to the outgrowth of a CD19-negative progenitor cell or myeloid lineage shift.[@b46-ott-10-3567] MLL-rearranged ALL is a disease originating from very immature B-cell precursors. In a child with MLL-rearranged ALL, a CD19 negative relapse with myeloid phenotype was recently described under therapy with blinatumomab.[@b47-ott-10-3567] It will be essential to further describe the underlying biological processes of CD19 loss to predict and prevent relapses.

Aldoss et al have observed a number of CD19-positive ALL relapses in an extramedullary, lymphoma-like pattern.[@b48-ott-10-3567] Such manifestations might be overcome by higher dosages of blinatumomab, as recommended for NHL.[@b34-ott-10-3567]

Prediction factors
------------------

Therapy with blinatumomab is highly expensive. Furthermore, it prohibits any simultaneous immunosuppressive cytotoxic therapy for the period of application. Therefore, it would be of high interest to predict patient cohorts which will benefit from such a high-priced therapy and those in which it will only lead to a delay of further cytotoxic therapy. We learned from the exploration of MRD that the initial therapeutic response of ALL has a strong correlation with outcome.[@b49-ott-10-3567] Zugmaier et al described a similar observation: of 10 long-surviving patients, all belonged to the group of 25 patients who had reached MRD negativity within the first two cycles in a cohort of 36 R/R ALL patients. In addition, long-term survivors had a stronger T-cell expansion compared to the patients with an overall survival of \<30 months.[@b27-ott-10-3567]

In a recent study, Duell et al were able to predict the response to blinatumomab with the level of regulatory T-cells at start of blinatumomab therapy. Regulatory T-cells were T-cells defined by coexpression of CD4/CD25/FOXP3. Patients responding had a mean of 4.8% of regulatory T-cells (22 patients, 95% confidence interval: 1.8%--8.3%) compared to 10.3% in nonresponders (20 patients, 95% confidence interval: 3.4%--65.9%). The cutoff of 8.525% regulatory T-cells was able to identify all blinatumomab responders and excluded 70% of the nonresponders. The study described a 1.7-fold upregulation of PD-1 on the regulatory T-cells in vitro under exposure to blinatumomab. To overcome the regulatory T-cell-mediated resistance to blinatumomab the authors propose a prior in vivo depletion of regulatory T-cells and discuss the feasibility of a simultaneous therapy with a PD-1 inhibitor.[@b50-ott-10-3567]

An interesting in vitro study of ALL patient samples suggests a correlation between PD-L1 expression on ALL blasts and resistance to blinatumomab therapy: PD-L1 expression on leukemic cells was higher in relapsed or blinatumomab-refractory ALL patients compared to leukemic cells of primary, nonblinatumomab treated ALL patients. Correspondingly, the expression of the T-cell exhaustion marker PD-1 was higher in ALL patients compared to healthy controls. Kohnke et al described a patient resistant to blinatumomab, who displayed an increase of PD-L1 expressing B-precursor ALL cells.[@b51-ott-10-3567] These observations support a model in which the PD-1/PD-L1-mediated T-cell suppression leads to resistance to blinatumomab therapy ([Figure 2A](#f2-ott-10-3567){ref-type="fig"}). Treatment of patient-derived cells with a PD-1 inhibitor was able to re-sensitize those cells to the action of blinatumomab ([Figure 2B](#f2-ott-10-3567){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, one ALL patient refractory to blinatumomab showed a response after the simultaneous application of pembrolizumab, a PD-1 inhibitor with blinatumomab.[@b52-ott-10-3567] These data are promising starting points for further research in the prediction of individual blinatumomab efficacy.

Conclusion and outlook
======================

Blinatumomab is a BiTE construct that exhibits activity in adult and pediatric patients with R/R ALL in an MRD or open leukemic setting. Its efficacy is significantly higher in respect of induction of complete response and survival duration compared to cytotoxic second-line treatment protocols and displays a favorable safety profile.[@b30-ott-10-3567] The main risk is the induction of a CRS that has to be expected within the first week of the first cycle or the first days of the second cycles. Neurotoxicity seems to be time related to CRS and also occurs during the first days of blinatumomab application. Therefore, inpatient treatment is strongly advised during the first days of blinatumomab application. The mode of application is comparably straightforward: Blinatumomab is applied continuously over 4 weeks by a small portable pump. As soon as the risk period of the first week is over, it can be administered in an out-patient setting. Blinatumomab shows efficacy in any malignoma expressing superficial CD19, irrespective of genetic alterations such as the Philadelphia translocation.[@b31-ott-10-3567]

A direct comparison to other T-cell therapies such as CAR-T-cell application is pending. Although first clinical CAR-T-cell trials report higher response rates, the severity of side effects (both CRS and neurotoxicity) seems to be a challenging obstacle of this approach. Furthermore, a CART-cell graft has to be produced individually for each patient, a complex and technically demanding procedure compared to the standardized application of blinatumomab.

Different study groups aim to incorporate blinatumomab into frontline therapy of ALL ([Table 2](#t2-ott-10-3567){ref-type="table"}). Three trials (Phases II and III by the NCI and M.D. Anderson Cancer Center) are evaluating first-line induction therapy with and without blinatumomab in adult ALL (NCT02003222, NCT02143414, NCT02877303). As an immunotherapy inducing T-cell response blinatumomab is thought to be more active upfront than in the immunocompromised setting of a heavily pretreated patient with R/R ALL. The combination of blinatumomab with chemotherapy might reduce the risk of CD19 negative outgrowth of leukemic blasts, but clinical data supporting this assumption are pending. The mode of combination, simultaneous application or sequential application still has to be established. Any immunosuppressive chemotherapy counteracts an immunotherapy, yet the combination with targeted therapy and nonmyelosuppressive components such as tyrosine kinase inhibitors or [l]{.smallcaps}-asparaginase should be feasible.

Blinatumomab has proven to be a useful tool for bridging ALL high risk patients to HSCT because of its efficacy in R/R ALL and its limited toxicity. The same reasons turn blinatumomab into an attractive option for elderly patients and patients with multiple morbidities.

The application of blinatumomab is actually entering common clinical practice in R/R ALL patients. Even in such a heavily pretreated patient cohort this immunobased approach has proven strong efficacy. It still has to demonstrate its equivalence to other efficient T-cell-based approaches, such as CAR-T-cell therapy. But blinatumomab is paving its way down to the treatment of patient groups with lower risk profiles and into first-line therapy where the competitive pressure of complex CAR-T-cell therapies might be lower.
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![Blinatumomab: structure and mode of action.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Blinatumomab contains the variable domains (V~H~ and V~L~) of two different IgG molecules. It is constructed out of two scFv, each formed by a pair of the V~H~ and V~L~ from two IgG molecules binding CD3 and CD19. The two scFv proteins are connected with a flexible, nonimmunogenic linker made of 25 amino acids. (**B**) Blinatumomab in the presence of CD3- and CD19-positive cells leads to a very close linkage with multiple connections between the two different cell types. This close contact zone forms a cytolytic synapse mediating TCR activation: granzymes and perforin are exocytosed into the CD19 positive target cell inducing its apoptosis.\
**Abbreviations:** scFv, single chain variable fragment; TCR, T-cell receptor.](ott-10-3567Fig1){#f1-ott-10-3567}

![PD-L1 expression is a possible escape mechanism for the action of blinatumomab.\
**Notes:** (**A**) An in vitro study observed a higher expression of the T-cell exhaustion marker PD-1 in ALL patients compared to healthy controls. PD-1/PD-L1-mediated T-cell suppression could lead to resistance to blinatumomab therapy. (**B**) With the simultaneous application of a specific PD-1 inhibitor, the PD-1/PD-L1-mediated T-cell suppression could be abrogated restoring the activity of blinatumomab.\
**Abbreviation:** ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia.](ott-10-3567Fig2){#f2-ott-10-3567}

###### 

Published clinical trials on blinatumomab

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study indication, phase, clinical trial identifier, sponsor                                                                                                                                             Patient characteristics                                                                                       Blinatumomab dosing                                                                                                                                                        Outcome data                                                                                                                    Rate of cytokine-release syndrome and neurotoxic events
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Adult R/R B-ALL, randomized controlled (blinatumomab vs chemotherapy), multicenter international, Phase III, TOWER, NCT02013167, Amgen[@b30-ott-10-3567]                                                405 patients, blinatumomab =271 patients, chemotherapy =134 patients\                                         Blinatumomab:\                                                                                                                                                             Primary outcome for blinatumomab vs chemotherapy:\                                                                              Blinatumomab vs chemotherapy:\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Relapse within 12 mo after CR1 or allogenic HSCT or nonresponse to first salvage therapy or ≥2 relapse\     • Continuous infusion with 9 µg/d for 1 week followed by 28 µg/d for 3 weeks, next cycle after 2 weeks off starting with 28 µg/d (for 4 weeks)\                            • Median OS 7.7 mo vs 4.0 mo after median follow-up of 11.7 mo, *P*=0.01\                                                       • All AEs \> grade (°)II=87% vs 92%\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Bone marrow ≥5% blasts\                                                                                     • Prior dexamethasone\                                                                                                                                                     Secondary outcomes for blinatumomab vs chemotherapy:\                                                                           • CRS \>°II=13/267 (5%) vs 0/109\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Only Ph-neg. patients\                                                                                      Both groups:\                                                                                                                                                              • CR/CRh in 44% vs 25%, *P*\<0.001\                                                                                             • Neurotoxicity \>°II=25/267 (9%) vs 9/109 (8%)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • No active CNS disease\                                                                                      • Up to 5 cycles/blocks blinatumomab/chemotherapy for induction and consolidation, maintenance therapy when indicated                                                      • 33% vs 12% became MRD negative\                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 140/403 (35%) patients had previous allogenic HSCT\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    • Median RFS 7.3 mo vs 4.6 mo\                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Mean age 40.9 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    • 6 mo EFS 31% vs 12%\                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • In both groups, 24% of the patients proceeded to allogenic HSCT\                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • OS curves are separating within 3 mo with longer survival for blinatumomab and are converging again after 15 mo               

  Adult R/R B-ALL, single arm, multicenter international, Phase II, NCT01466179, NCT02003612, Amgen[@b28-ott-10-3567],[@b29-ott-10-3567]                                                                  189 patients\                                                                                                 Continuous infusion with 9 µg/d for 1 week followed by 28 µg/d for 3 weeks, next cycle after 2 weeks off starting with 28 µg/d (for 4 weeks)\                              Primary outcome:\                                                                                                               • CRS \>°II=2/189 (2%)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Relapse within 12 mo after CR1 or allogenic HSCT or nonresponse to first salvage therapy or ≥2nd relapse\   In case of high leukemic burden prior dexamethasone                                                                                                                        • 81/189 (43%) patients achieved CR/CRh within 2 treatment cycles\                                                              • Neurotoxicity \>°II=20/189 (11%); 87% of neurological events occurred in first cycle
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Bone marrow ≥10% blasts\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Secondary outcomes:\                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Only Ph-neg. patients\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • 60/181 (33%) patients became MRD negative within 2 treatment cycles (59 after the first, 1 patient after the second cycle)\   
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • No previous/active CNS disease\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • 32/81 (40%) patients with CR/CRh proceeded to allogenic HSCT\                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 64/189 (34%) patients had previous allogenic HSCT\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     After follow-up of a median of 8.9 mo:\                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Median age of 39 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • In 81 patients with CR/CRh, median RFS was 5.9 mo with 6.9 mo for MRD responders vs 2.3 mo for MRD nonresponders\             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Median OS for all 189 patients: 6.1 mo with a median follow-up of 9.8 mo                                                      

  Pediatric R/R B-ALL, single arm, multicenter international, Phase I/II, NCT01471782, Amgen[@b7-ott-10-3567]                                                                                             46 Phase I, 44 patients Phase II\                                                                             Phase I: escalating dosing;\                                                                                                                                               Primary outcome Phase I:\                                                                                                       Phase I:\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Bone marrow ≥25% blasts\                                                                                    Phase II: continuous infusion with 5 µg/m^2^/d for 1 week followed by 15 µg/m^2^/d for 3 weeks, second cycle after 2 weeks off starting with 15 µg/m^2^/d (for 4 weeks)\   • 4 DLT: 3 CRS °IV, 1 respiratory failure\                                                                                      • CRS \>°II=3/49 (6%)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • \<18 years\                                                                                                 Prior dexamethasone                                                                                                                                                        Primary outcome for the 70 patients who received final dosing:\                                                                 Phase II:\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 70 patients received final dosing = eligible for response evaluation\                                                                                                                                                                                                                  • 27/70 (39%) patients achieved CR within two cycles\                                                                           • CRS \>°II=5/70 (7%)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                           ○ Median age of 8 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Secondary outcomes:\                                                                                                            • Neurotoxicity \>°II=0/70\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • 14/70 (20%) became MRD negative within two cycles\                                                                            • 2 patients (3%) with II° seizure
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   After follow-up of a median of 23.1 mo:\                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Median RFS =4.4 mo in the CR group\                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Median RFS =7.3 mo in MRD response group\                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • 2/3 patients with Ph+ ALL achieved CR\                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Median OS =7.5 mo                                                                                                             

  Adult R/R B-ALL, single arm, multicenter in Germany (GMALL group), Phase I/II, NCT01209286, Amgen[@b37-ott-10-3567],[@b53-ott-10-3567]                                                                  36 patients evaluable\                                                                                        Phase I: escalating dosing;\                                                                                                                                               Primary outcome:\                                                                                                               CRS \>°II=2/36 (6%)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • M2/3 bone marrow with \>5% blasts\                                                                          Phase II: continuous infusion with 5 µg/m^2^/d for 1 week followed by 15 µg/m^2^/d for 3 weeks, next cycle after 2 weeks off starting with 15 µg/m^2^/d (for 4 weeks)\     • 25/36 (69%) patients achieved CR/CRh\                                                                                         Neurotoxicity \>°II=5/36 (14%); 4/5 within the first treatment week\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Only Ph-neg. patients\                                                                                      Phase II: prior dexamethasone                                                                                                                                              • 8 of 15 (52%) patients achieved CR/CRh after allogeneic HSCT\                                                                 • 3 encephalopathy (tremor, aphasia, confusion)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • No previous/active CNS disease\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Secondary outcomes:\                                                                                                            • 2 seizures\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 15/36 (42%) patients had previous allogenic HSCT\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      • 22/36 (61%) patients became MRD negative\                                                                                     • 1 patient with II° seizure\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Median age of 32 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • 13/25 (52%) responders underwent allogeneic HSCT (2 relapses afterwards, 6 TRM)\                                              • All events were reversible
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • 12/25 (48%) responders did not proceed to allogeneic HSCT (8 relapses)\                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   After follow-up of a median of 28.9 mo:\                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • 12 patients in CR, resulting in an estimated RFS of 61%\                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Of 9 patients after allogenic HSCT, 6 were in CR, 2 had relapsed, 1 died due to TRM                                           

  Adult B-ALL with CR but persisting/relapsing MRD, single arm, multicenter in Germany (GMALL group), Phase II, NCT00198991, NCT00198978, Amgen[@b26-ott-10-3567],[@b42-ott-10-3567],[@b54-ott-10-3567]   20/21 patients evaluable\                                                                                     15 µg/m^2^/d for 4 weeks, next cycle after 2 weeks off, up to\                                                                                                             Primary outcome:\                                                                                                               CRS \>°II=0\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 15 with persisting MRD\                                                                                     4 cycles\                                                                                                                                                                  • 16/20 (80%) patients became MRD negative, all within the first treatment cycle\                                               Neurotoxicity \>°II=1 (generalized seizure, completely reversible)
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • 5 with relapsed MRD\                                                                                        4 initial cycles, followed by up to\                                                                                                                                       • 3/5 patients with Ph+ ALL responded\                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Including 5 cases of Ph+ ALL nonresponding to TKI\                                                          3 additional cycles\                                                                                                                                                       • 9 patients underwent allogenic HSCT\                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • No prior HSCT\                                                                                              No prior dexamethasone                                                                                                                                                     After follow-up of a median of 50.8 mo:\                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                          • Median age of 47 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • 10 patients in CR, resulting in long-term RFS of 50%\                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Of 9 patients after allogenic HSCT, 5 were in CR, 3 had relapsed, 1 died due to TRM\                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Of 11 patients w/o allogenic HSCT, 5 were in CR, 5 had relapsed, 1 withdrew from trial\                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • In 2/6 relapses patients the ALL became CD19 neg.\                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • 2/6 relapses were extramedullary (CD19+)                                                                                      
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Abbreviations:** AE, adverse event; ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; CNS, central nervous system; CR, complete remission; CRh, complete remission with incomplete hematological recovery; CRS, cytokine-release syndrome; DLT, dose limiting toxicity; EFS, event-free survival; GMALL, German Multicenter Study Group for Adult ALL; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; mo, months; MRD, minimal residual disease; OS, overall survival; Ph, Philadelphia chromosome; RFS, relapse-free survival; R/R ALL, relapsed or refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitors (imatinib and/or dasatinib); TRM, therapy-related mortality.

###### 

Clinical trials in ALL that are currently recruiting

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Phase   Sponsor                       Clinical trial identifier   Condition                                                      Concomitant medication                                                                         Primary end point
  ------- ----------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
  I/II    Amgen                         NCT02412306                 Japanese adults with R/R ALL                                                                                                                                  Phase I: DLT, II: CR

  II      M.D. Anderson cancer center   NCT02877303                 Primary diagnosed Ph-neg. ALL ≥14 years                        Sequentially with Hyper-CVAD                                                                   RFS

  II      M.D. Anderson cancer center   NCT02458014                 Adult patients in CR1 or CR2 with MRD nonresponse or relapse   None                                                                                           RFS

  II      M.D. Anderson cancer center   NCT02807883                 Maintenance after allogeneic HSCT in adults                    None                                                                                           Toxicity, GvHD, graft failure

  II      National Cancer Institute     NCT02143414                 Primary diagnosed patients ≥65 years ± Ph+                     Combination chemotherapy or dasatinib + prednisone                                             DLT, OS

  III     Amgen                         NCT02393859                 Pediatric patients with 1. High risk relapse                   Comparison with standard combination chemotherapy                                              EFS

  III\    National Cancer Institute\    NCT02101853\                Patients from 1 to 30 years with relapsed ALL\                 Comparison with standard combination chemotherapy ± HSCT ± standard combination chemotherapy   DFS\
  III     National Cancer Institute     NCT02003222                 Primary diagnosed Ph-neg. adults                                                                                                                              OS
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Abbreviations:** CR, complete remission; CVAD, course A: cyclophosphamide, vincristine, dexamethasone, course B: methotrexate, cytarabine; DLT, dose limiting toxicity; EFS, event-free survival; GvHD, graft vs host disease; HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; MRD, minimal residual disease; OS, overall survival; Ph, Philadelphia chromosome; RFS, relapse-free survival; R/R ALL, relapsed or refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
